
a g i l e X L i n s i g h t s

WHAT IS AGILE, AGILE-AT-SCALE, AND ENTERPRISE AGILITY?



What is “agile” exactly?
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the “Agile Manifesto” agile methods
(XP, Scrum, Kanban, custom)



…over…
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individual & interactions

working software

customer collaboration

responding to change

processes and tools

documentation

contract negotiation

following a rigid plan

…over…

…over…

…over…

4 Agile values (Agile Manifesto)



12 Agile principles (Agile Manifesto)
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Agile Way of Working
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create small 
increments and get 

feedback
focus on value, 

prioritize accordingly
decentralize control 
whenever possible

avoid flow 
synchronization if not 

needed

target culture in an 
explicit way

purpose autonomy mastery



needs
at start

Agile enables us to adapt to changes

needs
at deployment

requirements 
elaboration

stakeholder
needs

elaboration
for iteration #1

elaboration
for iteration n
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SCRUM life cycle method
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BACKLOG
GROOMING

ENVISIONING

SPRINT RETROSPECTIVE

SPRINT BACKLOG
(1/TEAM) SPRINT EXECUTION

SPRINT PLANNING

DAILY STANDUP

SPRINT REVIEW

PRODUCT BACKLOG
(1/PRODUCT)

PRODUCT INCREMENT

1-4 WEEKS

DAILY

SCRUM TEAM

SCRUM MASTERPO

SCRUM MASTER

PO

PO SCRUM TEAM
SCRUM TEAM

SCRUM TEAM
PO

ARCHITECTSEND USERS
-- STAKEHOLDERS --

SCRUM TEAM
SCRUM MASTER

VISION
THEMES
EPICS

PO

SPRINT

SCRUM MASTER

BUSINESS

SCRUM TEAMSCRUM MASTER

STAKEHOLDERS

SCRUM MASTER

sprint = iteration



Roles

Scrum Team
decides how

they work Scrum Master facilitates 
only; no command & 
control style

Product owners own the 
business priorities (“what” 
do we work on)

In larger organizations, 
special roles are needed to 
manage portfolio and 
program level incl. strategic 
priorities and deliverables

Management helps 
create a productive 
environment, and 
manages people 
expertise and 
performance
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Agile at different scales
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ENTERPRISE (BUSINESS) AGILITY
- all company departments
- focus: flexibility & innovation

AGILE AT SCALE (e.g. SAFe)
- in IT, covers pgm, platform and/or portfolio level
- focus: alignment & collaboration

AGILE (e.g. SCRUM)
- in IT only, at team level
- focus: autonomy & speed

you need 
this first



Agile scaling approaches
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agile…agility

agile

original manifesto
strong focus on methods 
& tools

agility

culture & people first
modernized manifesto
involves all departments
disseminated to more 
industries
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Horizontal agility scaling
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Spreading the agile way of working
into different segments of the organization



Vertical agility scaling
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Spreading the agile way of working
up to the top of the organization



Agile Way of Working
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Agile and agility: the modernized Agile Manifesto
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agility:
5 trademarks



Culture is the #1 challenge for adopting Agile
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Source: 11th State of Agile Report (VersionOne)



ING’s Orange Code to influence culture & behaviours
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From resources to people
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Is autonomy always possible?
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EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION
people = resources, machines

CONTROL
hierarchy

management control
REWARDS

money, points
FEAR

fear of failure
fear of punishment

PURPOSE
belonging
meaning

MASTERY
curiosity, interest

AUTONOMY
pride in achievement

INTRINSIC MOTIVATION
people = humans

Motivation 3.0



Motivation 3.0 (Pink)

o Intrinsic motivation – based on 3 factors
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purpose

autonomymastery

Daniel Pink - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SfmmuC9IWs

intrinsic motivation



Tribe-squad-chapter organization structure 
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Tribe:
• A collection of 

squads within the 
same business 
area (e.g. 
Mortgages, 
Business Lending)

• Led by a Tribe 
Lead

Squad:
• Focused on  feature-based or 

component-based purposes
• End-to-end ownership, multi-disciplinary
• PO coordinates, not leads
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From project to product (or value stream)
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VALUE
DRIVEN

PLAN
DRIVEN

TRADITIONAL APPROACH AGILE APPROACH

scope

resources time

resources time

scope



From project to product (or value stream)
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PROJECT PRODUCT
Fix scope, estimate cost & 
schedule

FIXED vs VARIABLE Fix time/cost, derive scope

Application-oriented focus FOCUS Product/value-based focus

Changing teams & pooled 
resources with application 
knowledge

TEAMS Stable teams, dedicated 
resources with customer 
knowledge

Fixed budget allocated to 
projects

FUNDING Fund teams & value streams, 
VC-style

The world must be predictable! PREDICTABILITY The world is unpredictable!

Success = finish the scope SUCCESS Success = high customer value



Backlogs and work item types
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One tool…or several?
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Scaling frameworks
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Process scaling up to program/platform
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Extending process and roles
to program/product/platform level



Scaling (frameworks): Scrum of Scrums
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Scaling 
frameworks: 
Large-Scale
Scrum (LeSS)
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…applied to many teams—cross-functional, cross-component, full-stack 
feature teams of 3–9 learning-focused people that do it all—from UX to 
back-end
…working together—with common goal to deliver one common shippable 
product at the end of each sprint.
…on one product—a broad complete end-to-end customer-centric solution 
that real customers use. It’s not a component, platform, layer, or library.



Scaling frameworks: SAFe
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Custom in-house framework: Microsoft
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ORGANIZATION
•Group with customer-focused feature 

teams
•Team owns entire pipeline (planning, 

execution, deployment & operations)
•Program manager coordinates work 

content for ~5 teams

CROSS-TEAM
•Pgm mgr owns “scenario” = 18m product 

goal; reviewed every 6m
•Feature team chat every 3m: each team 

shares plan
•Dependencies are handled at team-level
•All teams integrate in same branch, all-the-

time

LIFE CYCLE
•Sprint length = 3w; at all times, each team has a detailed 3-

sprint plan
•At end of each sprint, team can change next sprint backlog 

(judgment)



agile health & 
readiness check
agilexl.com/assessment

More resources

resources & insights
agilexl.com/blog
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enterprise agile 
workshops
agilexl.com/training

enterprise agile 
transformation coaching
agilexl.com/coaching

about enterprise agile 
transformations
agilexl.com

https://agilexl.com/assessment
https://agilexl.com/blog
https://agilexl.com/training
https://agilexl.com/coaching
https://agilexl.com/

